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Penguin Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 576 pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x 6.8in. x
1.3in.The fairy tale lives again in this book of forty new stories by some of the biggest names in
contemporary fiction. Neil Gaiman, Orange Aimee Bender, The Color Master Joyce Carol Oates,
Blue-bearded Lover Michael Cunningham, The Wild Swans These and more than thirty other stories
by Francine Prose, Kelly Link, Jim Shepard, Lydia Millet, and many other extraordinary writers make
up this thrilling celebration of fairy talesthe ultimate literary costume party. Spinning houses and
talking birds. Whispered secrets and borrowed hope. Here are new stories sewn from old skins,
gathered by visionary editor Kate Bernheimer and inspired by everything from Hans Christian
Andersens The Snow Queen and The Little Match Girl to Charles Perraults Bluebeard and Cinderella
to the Brothers Grimms Hansel and Gretel and Rumpelstiltskin to fairy tales by Goethe and Calvino
and from China, Japan, Vietnam, Russia, Norway, and Mexico. Fairy tales are our oldest literary
tradition, and yet they chart the imaginative frontiers of the twenty-first century as powerfully as
they evoke our earliest encounters with literature. This exhilarating collection restores their place in
the literary canon. This item ships from multiple...
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Reviews
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent read. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. You wont sense
monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogs are for about when you ask me).
-- Pr of. Ma ur icio Howe III
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It can be rally exciting throgh studying period of time. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is
only right after i finished reading this pdf where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ilia na Ha r tma nn
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